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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY / ABSTRACT
The LEVEL-UP project performs research leading to offer a scalable platform covering the
overall lifecycle, ranging from the digital twin's setup, modernisation actions to diagnose and
predict the operation of physical assets to the refurbishment and remanufacturing activities
towards the end of life. In-situ repair technologies and redesigning new upgraded components
will be facilitated through virtual simulations for increased performance and lifetime. One
cornerstone of the LEVEL-UP scalable platform is the achievement of interoperability for
sensors and legacy system-related data.

Abstract

Keywords

This deliverable is the output of Task 3.2 and describes semantic models focussing on making
explicit knowledge about the processes of the whole lifecycle of large industrial equipment,
specifically with regards to knowledge relevant to LEVEL-UP's strategies and protocols. It
describes two main types of semantic models: the semantic model for measurement data of
industrial equipment, and the semantic model for LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols and
digital thread. The semantic model for measurement data of industrial equipment mainly
facilitates a semantic uplifting of machine/equipment lifecycle data into a formal semantic
knowledge structure and allows the mapping of machine intelligence data acquired, e.g. from
sensors into the ontology. The semantic model for LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols and
digital thread is intended to explicit the knowledge about life extension processes for large
industrial equipment and support the application of the knowledge for life extension of capital
items. It establishes a formal representation of the problem domain as an ontology. The
semantic model uses a formal ontology modelling language OWL-DL and is designed to be
extensible. The use-case specific extensions describe each of the individual end-user's
equipment and specific knowledge domains. It demonstrated the usage of semantic models in
industrial pilots to enable interoperability with complex data.
Middleware, Semantic Interoperability, Semantic Model, Ontology, Interoperability of Sensor
and QIF related streaming data, QIF standard, Protocol, Digital Thread
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Meaning

Abox

A fact associated with a conceptual model or ontologies within a knowledge
base. The Semantic Mediator creates facts as individuals which describe, for
example, concrete sensor measurements

AML

Automation Markup Language

DSS

Decision Support System

DT

Digital Thread

OPC

Open Platform Communications

PPR

Product Process Resource

QIF

Quality Information Framework

SEMed

FITMAN Semantic Mediator Front- end Backend
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1

Introduction and scope

1.1 Purpose of the deliverable
The LEVEL-UP project performs research leading to a scalable platform covering the overall lifecycle, ranging
from the digital twins' setup, modernisation actions to diagnose and predict the operation of physical assets to
the refurbishment remanufacturing activities towards the end of life. In-situ repair technologies and
redesigning new upgraded components will be facilitated through virtual simulations for increased
performance and lifetime. One cornerstone of the LEVEL-UP scalable platform is the achievement of
interoperability for sensors and legacy system-related data. This requires the development of a semantic model
focussing on making explicit knowledge about the processes of the whole lifecycle of large industrial
equipment.
This deliverable is the output of Task 3.2 and describes the domain-specific semantic model for the lifecycle
of large industrial equipment, specifically with regards to knowledge relevant to LEVEL-UP's strategies and
protocols. This will on the one hand facilitate a semantic uplifting of machine/equipment lifecycle data into a
formal semantic knowledge structure but will also allow the mapping of machine intelligence data acquired
e.g. from sensors retrofitted via Protocol Z or already existing SCADA data into the ontology, allowing for
efficient interoperability with this information by all other LEVEL-UP system components, for example
providing the Multilevel Decision Support System with the information required for data analysis. The
semantic model will make use of a formal ontology modelling language such as OWL-DL and will be designed
to be extensible.
1.2 Exploitable result of the deliverable
This section gives a brief overview of the main output and exploitable result of the deliverable. Table 1
provides an overview of the exploitable results. It includes mainly an ontology for measurement, and an
ontology for LEVEL-UP protocols & digital thread. The ontology for measurement is an ontology for
describing measurements data from large industrial equipment in the LEVEL-UP project. The ontology is
based on the Basic Formal Ontology and Semantic Sensor Network Ontology. It includes specific terms from
the QIF standard, such as Features and Characteristics, to describe quality measurement. The ontology for
LEVEL-UP protocols and digital thread describes all the LEVEL-UP protocol actions which LEVEL-UP
partners create. These protocol actions can be connected as digital threads and managed within the digital
thread modelling tool. It supports the development of the Digital Thread Tools for managing the plan,
collaboration, and execution of the protocol actions to extend the useful life of large industrial equipment. D1.5
provides more details about the Digital Thread Tool.

During LEVELUP

Before LEVEL-UP

Table 1 Exploitable result

1
2
3

Background IP

LEVEL-UP Exploitable
Result

Description of the
Exploitable Result

1) Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) 1 is a upper-level ontology
under CC-by 3.0 Unported License
2) Semantic Sensor Network Ontology 2 from the OGC and
W3C
3) QIF standard, ISO 23952:2020 - Quality information
framework (QIF) — An integrated model for
manufacturing quality information 3
1) Ontology for measurement
2) Ontology for LEVEL-UP protocols & digital thread
1) Ontology for measurement. It is an ontology for
describing measurements in the LEVEL-UP project. The
ontology is based on the Basic Formal Ontology and
Semantic Sensor Network Ontology. It includes specific

https://basic-formal-ontology.org/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
https://www.iso.org/standard/77461.html
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terms from the QIF standard, such as Features and
Characteristics, to describe quality measurement.
2) Ontology for LEVEL-UP protocols and digital thread.
This ontology describes all the LEVEL-UP protocol
actions created by LEVEL-UP partners. These protocol
actions can be connected as digital threads and managed
within the digital thread modelling tool.
Relation to Objectives
Relevant LEVEL-UP
Strategy
Relevant LEVEL-UP
Protocol

Relevant
WP/Task/Deliverable

IPR Protection Method
Ownership
Type of exploitation

(O12): Model of Circularity Protocols
(O13): Standardisation and Data Interoperability.
It supports the LEVEL-UP strategies that require integration and
interoperability of measurement data, for instance, the strategies
for predict and diagnose.
The ontology for LEVEL-UP protocols & digital thread captures
metadata of all LEVEL-UP protocol actions.
WP1/T1.5 Design of LEVEL-UP Protocols and PSD (D1.5
Protocols design and PSD report)
WP2/T2.4 Semantic Interoperability with Complex Data (D2.4
Component for Semantic Interoperability with Complex Data)
WP3/T3.2 (D3.2 Domain-specific semantics for the lifecycle of
the equipment)
WP3/T3.3 (D3.3 LEVEL-UP's KBS)
To Be Defined
LEVEL-UP consortium
Ongoing research and support for maturation
Ontology for measurement describes sensor measurement and the
quality measurement that complies with the QIF standard.

Competitive advantages
compared to SOTA

Current/Expected TRL
Target market(s)

Ontology for LEVEL-UP protocols and digital thread describes
all LEVEL-UP protocol actions for machine life extension. It is
appliable in various industries.
TRL 5 – TRL 6
Companies for machine life extension, and that require
integration and interoperability of measurement data.

1.3 Approach for semantic model development
The approach to achieve the objective of Task 3.2 is adapted from well-recognized ontology modelling
methodologies including METHONTOLOGY [1] and NeOn [2]. METHONTOLOGY is a very mature
methodology for building ontologies mainly from scratch, with support of reuse and re-engineering of other
ontologies. Development-oriented activities in the methodology include specification, conceptualization,
integration, implementation and evaluation. In the Specification phase, the main purpose and scope of the
ontology are stated. The Conceptualization phase structures the domain knowledge into conceptual models
including the domain vocabulary identified in the ontology specification activity. With the goal of speeding
up the construction, integration considers the reuse of definitions from other ontologies. Implementation builds
ontology models in a computational language. Finally, the developed ontologies are evaluated. Within the
development process, knowledge of a given domain is continually acquired. METHONTOLOGY is however
not suitable for building large ontologies. It does not consider the reuse and re-engineering of non-ontological
resources and provides no detailed guideline on the activities for ontology reuse and re-engineering processes
[3]. By contrast, the NeOn Methodology provides guidelines on developing ontology networks and takes into
account the existence of multiple ontologies in such ontology networks, as well as the reuse and re-engineering
of knowledge resources including both ontological and non-ontological resources [3]. The NeOn Methodology
identified 9 different scenarios for building ontologies and ontology networks. Among these is also the scenario
for developing an ontology from scratch and the scenario of reusing non-ontological resources.
LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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In our approach, the guidelines of the two methodologies are applied in different steps. At the top level, the
following steps are carried out:
–

Understanding requirements: in this activity, the use scenarios are analyzed to derive the ontology
requirements specification, which includes the purpose, the scope and the implementation language,
target group and intended uses of the ontologies to be used in the LEVEL-UP project, and the set of
requirements the ontologies should fulfill. This analysis identifies the main usage of the ontologies as
well as the required ontology modules.

–

Identifying reusable data elements as well as ontological and non-ontological resources. In this
activity, the relevant data elements are extracted based on the ontology requirements specification.
Relevant ontological resources such as Semantic Sensor Network Ontology4, as well as non-ontological
resources including Quality Information Framework (QIF) Standards5 etc. are reviewed to determine
to which extent they are reusable for our purposes.

–

Modelling, Extension and Adaptation. In this step, the required ontology modules are modeled and
reusable resources are identified. The ontology modules can either be built from scratch or by reusing
ontological and non-ontological resources. The different ways of reusing ontological and nonontological resources which are mentioned in the NeOn Methodology can be taken as guidelines in this
step. Since a formal foundational Ontology such as BFO or DOLCE can provide a set of upper level
concepts to facilitate interoperability, we take this approach (using BFO) during the structuring and
organizing of the ontology elements.

–

Technical application and evaluation with use cases. In the LEVEL-UP project, we will technically
apply and evaluate the semantic models together with pilots and technical partners. Later, the semantic
models will be continually adapted and improved until we reach a usable and stable version.

Following the described approach, this document is structured in 5 chapters. The first chapter presents an
introduction. It includes the purpose and scope of the deliverable, describes the main results of this deliverable,
and approach we adopted for the semantic model development. In the second chapter, the main usage and
requirements related to the semantic models are presented. Afterwards, chapter 3 presents the LEVEL-UP
semantic models. The fourth chapter describes the use and application of the semantic models. Finally, the last
chapter concludes and presents outlooks.

4
5

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
https://www.iso.org/standard/77461.html
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2

Usage and requirements of the LEVEL-UP semantic models

2.1 Usage and major requirements of the semantic model in LEVEL-UP
Fig. 1 illustrates the primary usage of the LEVEL-UP semantic models. It is mostly used in the following two
application areas: 1) explicit the knowledge about the processes of life extension for large industrial equipment,
and support the application of the knowledge for life extension of capital items, and 2) facilitate a semantic
uplifting of machine/equipment lifecycle data into a formal semantic knowledge structure, and allow the
mapping of machine intelligence data acquired, e.g. from sensors into the ontology.

Figure 1 Main usage of the LEVEL-UP semantic models
The first application area refers to the part of the digital thread in Figure 1. It is about the digitalization of the
10 LEVEL-UP protocols covering knowledge about life extension processes for large industrial equipment
and the application of the protocols for life extension of capital items. Accordingly, the ontology should be on
one side able to describe all the LEVEL-UP protocol actions created by LEVEL-UP partners, and on the other
side, able to support the management and application of different protocol actions capital items.

Figure 2 Overview of the Digital Thread Tool Usage
The ontology will be used in the LEVEL-UP Digital Thread (DT) tool, which is intended to 1) support the
plan & application of different LEVEL-UP protocols for product life extension, and 2) monitor, track and have
LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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an overview of the protocol activities performed on a capital item. Fig. 2 provides an overview of the usage of
the DT tool. It is a tool for Extending the Useful Life of Capital Items in Manufacturing Companies. With this
tool, manufacturing companies can plan and track the execution of different actions to extend their machine's
useful life. Technical partners can participate in the plan and support the execution of these actions. And the
latest status of the machine and the information about perfomed actions can be automatically sent to relevant
supply chain partners. We have validated the concept and the DT with serveral technical partners and industrial
pilots. More details about the LEVEL-UP protocols and DT tool can be found in the deliverable D1.5.

Figure 4 Overall LEVEL-UP Architecture
The second application area refers to the low part of Figure 1. It is mainly about the semantic uplifting of the
industrial equipment data from, for example, ESMA and TRIMEK pilots. The semantic model will be used
mainly by the Semantic Mediator to facilitate semantic transformation and provide semantic interoperability.
The Semantic Mediator is located inside the Data sharing infrastructure cluster of the LEVEL-UP
architecture (see Fig. 3). The primary goal is to uplift data that is received via Kafka from the middleware. In
doing so, the middleware forwards data, such as sensory data and quality assurance data, from the edge services
to the Semantic Mediator. Subsequently, the Semantic Mediator transforms the streaming data from JSON and
XML data format into ontologies triples. The transformed triples support two types of further operations (Fig.
4): 1) the ontology triples are uploaded to the Triple Store; 2) the ontology triples are transformed by the
functional block Semantic Mediator Information services into a domain-specific JSON schema and sent via
Kafka to KBS. The flow of information is continuous and based on Kafka topics. We have different Kafka
topics for data from different sources. Both the original data from the edge, and the semantic transformed

Figure 3 Cut-out of Semantic Mediator
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ontology triples have their own Kafka topics. More details about the Semantic Mediator can be found in the
deliverable D2.4.
Regarding the industrial equipment data from pilots, there are mostly measurement data from various
measurement equipments or softwares, such as sensors. In the TRIMEK pilot, the main focused data in this
project is metrology data, measurement on machine tools and equipment etc. The data is in XML format in
compliance with the QIF (quality information framework) standard. Fig. 5 shows an example measurement
result data from the TRIMEK pilot. The ESMA pilots' data is most measurement data from various sensors,
such as fibre optic or acceleration sensors, on machines. Figure 6 shows part of the sample sensor data from
the ESMA pilot.
Similarly, other pilots have measurement data on machines from different sensors. For example, the LUCCHNI
pilot has various sensor measurements on machines, such as Accelerometers and Wattmeter. The TOSHULIN
pilot has, for example, the data for oil condition monitoring, and machine operation state monitoring (record
of changes between different operating states of the machine). These kinds of data are different in syntaxes
and meaning. For example, they are in different file formats, and data fields with the same name could have
different semantic meanings.

Figure 5 Example measurement result data from TRIMEK pilot

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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Figure 6 Sample data from ESMA pilot
Different approaches have been used to clarify the ontology requirements in this project. Table 2 gives a
template to collect the ontology requirements from the TRIMEK pilot. It describes, for example, the purposes,
scope, the main ontology requirements, and key relevant terms and concepts.
Table 2 Sample template for ontology requirement specification in TRIMEK pilot
Ontology Requirements Specification Document Template
1

Purposes
-

2

Scope (The general coverage and the degree of detail that the ontology should have.)
-

3

To ensure metrology data integrity and interoperability in the LEVEL-UP project
To provide common understanding of the product measurement information in the
LEVEL-UP project
To support the exchange/query of product measurement information with standardized
terminology

Focused on QIF standard, i.e. the product measurement result data (Features &
Characteristics)
Should be in a detail level that can cover the information needs of data consumers for the
purposes of, e.g. predication

Implementation Language
OWL

4

Intended End-Users (The intended end-users expected for the ontology.)

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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Key User: Data consumers, e.g. DSS, which require product measurement result data for analysis.
5

Intended Uses (The intended uses expected for the ontology.)
Key usage scenario: Data consumers (e.g. DSS) search required product measurement result data for
analytics.

6

Ontology Requirements
a. Non-Functional Requirements (The general requirements or aspects that the ontology should
fulfil, including optionally priorities for each requirement.)
NFR1. The ontology shall be in compliance with QIF standard
NFR2. The ontology shall enable querying of specific information for DSS related tasks.
b. Functional Requirements: Groups of Competency Questions (The content specific
requirements that the ontology should fulfil, in the form of groups of competency questions and their
answers, including optionally priorities for each group and for each competency question. They
should cover the information queries that the data consumers will ask to meet their information needs.
)
The following are some key competency questions:
–

–
–
–

7

CQ1. What are the measurement values from a given sensor?
Priority: high
Example information needs: We need sensor measurement that include the following fields:
Idsensor, values and timestamp
CQ2. What are the historical measurement values from a given sensor in a specified time
period?
Priority: high
CQ3. What are the nominal values of the measurement of a measurement location for specific
idsensor?
Priority: high
CQ4: is there any part with quality issues? And which features of a given part don't meet the
specifications and tolerances requirements?
Priority: middle

Pre-Glossary of Terms / Concepts (The list of important terms/concepts that should be included
into ontology. It is possible to derive some of them from above listed competency questions. We will
use them for semantic representation of measurement result and information queries.)

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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As a very general and short list of entities that could work in a general way we would have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QPId (To identify the report of which the data is coming from)
PrimaryUnits > UnitName (To identify the unit of the results numbers/values)
MeasurementDevices > Name, Description, ModelNumber (To identify the sensor)
Part > UUID, ModelNumber (To identify the manufactured part or component)
FeatureDefinition/Nominal > Diameter, Location, Normal, Direction in the case of
TRIMEK (To identify the by design data)
CharacteristicDefinition/Nominal > ToleranceValue, TargetValue, Tolerance,
NonTolerance (To identify the tolerances for evaluating the measurements)
FeatureMeasurement > Diameter, Location, Normal, Direction (To identify the actual
measured values)
CharacteristicMeasurement > Status (To identify if they pass or fail the control)
InspectionTraceability > InspectionStart, InspectionEnd
MachineIdentifier & Description
Parameters (To identify the machine tool and function)

2.2 Reusable ontological and non-ontological Resources
We have identified several ontological and non-ontological Resources. They cover different areas and can be
potentially reused to support the building of semantic models for our purposes in this project.
BFO6
For the purpose of upper-level ontology, for example, BFO is reusable. It is a small upper-level ontology,
without terms that would properly fall within the coverage domains of the special sciences, and is described in
the standard ISO/IEC 21838-2:2021. It has the concept, such as process, which can be used as the parent
concept for the protocol activities that will be carried out on capital items.
Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN) 7
The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology is an ontology for describing sensors and their observations,
the involved procedures, the studied features of interest, the samples used to do so, and the observed properties,
as well as actuators. SSN follows a horizontal and vertical modularization architecture by including a
lightweight but self-contained core ontology called SOSA (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator) for its
elementary classes and properties. With their different scope and different degrees of axiomatization, SSN and
SOSA are able to support a wide range of applications and use cases, including satellite imagery, large-scale
scientific monitoring, industrial and household infrastructures, social sensing, citizen science, observationdriven ontology engineering, and the Web of Things.
Figure 7 provides an overview of the SSN classes and properties from observation perspective. It could be
taken as a basis to describe the measurement data of industrial equipments in LEVEL-UP pilots. The key
concepts, including, for example, Sensor, Observation, Result, and Feature of Interest, can be reused to
describe the application of various measurement devices (e.g. sensors) on industrial equipment to get
measurement values about specified observable properties.

6
7

https://basic-formal-ontology.org/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
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Figure 7 Overview of the SSN classes and properties (observation perspective) 8
Quality Information Framework (QIF)
QIF stands for Quality Information Framework. It is an ANSI standard (American National Standard Institute)
sponsored by the Dimensional Metrology Standards Consortium (DMSC) and/in an A-Liaison to ISO, in the
subject of Industrial Data TC184/SC4 (International Organization for Standardization in the field of
automation systems and their integration for design, sourcing, manufacturing, production and delivery,
support, maintenance and disposal of products and their associated services, regarding specifically the subject
of Industrial Data). Additionally, Innovalia Metrology is a member of the DMSC among other companies like
Schneider Electric, Renishawm, NIST, etc. Datapixel, part of Innovalia Metrology (as TRIMEK), contributed
to the latest version of QIF released in 2018, version 3. This version is implemented in the project metrology
solution by TRIMEK.
Extending on the standard, QIF is an integrated set of information models for the effective exchange of
metrology data through the entire manufacturing product-quality lifecycle, from product design, inspection to
planning, execution, analysis and reporting. These models are contained in files written in the XML Schema
Definition Language (XSDL), which has a simple implementation. XML metalanguage (language that is used
to talk about another language) allows to store data in a readable form, structuring large documents, and to
share information in a safe and easy way, emphasizing that a document with syntax errors is never accepted.
It permits to define the grammar of specific languages (like HTML, for example) to structure large documents.
In addition, XML supports databases, being useful when several applications must communicate with each
other or integrate information. It is proposed as a standard for the exchange of structured information between
different platforms and improves compatibility between applications; for example, if a third party decides to
use a document created in XML, it is easy to understand its structure and process it.

8

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
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Figure 8 QIF version 3.0 information architecture
Figure 8 gives an overview of the QIF information architecture. In the LEVEL-UP project, the focus of
TRIMEK pilot is mainly about the QIF results, i.e. measurement result data. More detailed description about
the QIF can be found in the deliverable D2.6. The complete QIF schema files can be found on
https://qualityinformationframework.github.io/qif3-browser/qif3.html.
MT Connect 9 & OPC UA10
The MTConnect standard (ANSI/MTC1.4-2018) offers a semantic vocabulary for manufacturing equipment
to provide structured, contextualized data with no proprietary format. With uniform data, developers and
integrators can focus on useful, productive manufacturing applications rather than translation. Data sources
include: machine tools; production equipment; sensors and sensor controllers, and other factory hardware.
Applications that consume MTConnect data provide more efficient operations, improved production
optimization, and increased productivity. It is extensible, and integrates with other standards by design. Terms
defined in MTConnect are specific to discrete manufacturing and intended to carry useful real-world semantic
meaning. That vocabulary is created, vetted, and agreed upon by industry stakeholders with domain expertise.
In relation to OPC UA, although MTConnect and OPC UA are standards developed by different organizations,
some similarities between both offerings exist. These similarities exist due to what they intend to accomplishwhich is enabling data exchange. To that end, both options are HTTP-based protocols which makes them
usable on internet-enabled networks. In relation to differences in definition, OPC UA is a machine to machine
and machine to enterprise communication protocol for industrial automation. Thus, it ensures diverse
automation systems are compatible with one another within a unified architecture that facilitates
interoperability. On the other hand, MTConnect provides a machine to machine or machine to enterprise
communication vocabulary that ensures equipment with similar standardized functions can communicate.
What this means is that OPC UA creates an enabling environment consisting of diverse equipment with varying
network and communication technologies to communicate while MTConnect is basically the standardized

9
10

https://www.mtconnect.org/
https://opcfoundation.org/about/opc-technologies/opc-ua/
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language this equipment uses in communicating. Thus, MTConnect is extensible and can be integrated into
OPC UA.
AutomationML (Automation Markup Language) 11 and Product-Process-Resource Model
AutomationML is a comprehensive XML based object-oriented data modelling language. It allows the
modelling, storage and exchange of engineering models covering a multitude of relevant aspects of
engineering. AutomationML serves for the data exchange between manufacturing engineering tools and
therefore supports the interoperability between them [4]. The data exchange format is defined in the IEC 62714
series (Automation Markup Language, AML). It is an XML schema-based data format and has been developed
in order to support the data exchange in a heterogeneous engineering tools landscape [5]. AML provides a
comprehensive set of flexible mechanisms and innovations to model today's engineering aspects as well as
future engineering aspects to come. Its language characteristics allow modelling existing or new domain
models.
AutomationML was motivated by the bottelneck of data exhange [4]. The engineering of manufacturing plants
is usually characterized by a strong phase separation and various specialized engineering tools for each phase.
This leads to the problem of a broad heterogeneous tool landscape with individual and often proprietary data
formats and insufficient data exchange support. Facing the increasing number of tools and sub-suppliers in a
typical engineering value creation chain, data exchange is a significant bottleneck.
With "the glue for seamless automation engineering," AML is designed as a meta-format that integrates several
existing standards. The goal of AML is to interconnect engineering tools in their different disciplines, e.g.
mechanical plant engineering, electrical design, process engineering, process control engineering, HMI
development, PLC programming, robot programming, etc. It is intended to store different facets of plant
engineering. These facets are usually created and maintained in different tools following various disciplines,
guidelines, business rules and naming conventions. Since established data formats for these different aspects
are already available, it is a goal of the AutomationML consortium to cover required functionality out of
existing data formats and, if necessary, to influence the extensions of them. AutomationML itself serves as
integration format between these standards and defines how to use them in order to describe concrete and
interpretable plant components [4]. For example, to describe the geometry and kinematic models, AML
provides an interface to the data format COLLADA (as ISO/PAS17506). For specifying logic behavior of
automation components and systems, PLCopen (as IEC 61131) models can be referenced.This leads to
complex and cross-linked information. Fig. 9 shows the integration of related standards, such as eCl@ss.
AutomationML stores engineering information following the object-oriented paradigm and allows the
modelling of physical and logical plant components as data objects encapsulating different aspects. Objects
may constitute a hierarchy, i.e. an object may consist of sub-objects and may itself be a part of a larger
composition or aggregation. Additionally, each object can contain information about the object describing
properties covering geometry, kinematics, logic (sequencing, behaviour, and control information) and further
properties. It follows a modular structure by integrating and enhancing/adapting different already existing
XML-based data formats combined under one roof the so called top-level format (see Figure 9).

11

https://www.automationml.org/
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Figure 9 Structure of AutomationML Projects 12
PPR represents for product, process and resource. A typical PPR-based engineering workflow consists of
initiating the product design while the manufacturing process and resources required to manufacture this
product are concurrently derived from the PPR information mapping [6]. In the following, a high-level
overview of the PPR concepts is given [7]:
Product: A product denotes a final or intermediate product type. Note the difference between a product type
and the 'realized' work piece at runtime. In this work, it is assumed that all occurring (intermediate) product
types are uniquely identified.
Process: A process represents changes to a product that occur during production. Processes may originate from
several fields, such as manufacturing, transportation, assembly, etc. The network of all processes and their
relations results in possible process plans or process chains.
Resource: A resource is a hardware or software entity involved in process execution. Examples for resources
are robots, machines, or transport equipment. The set of resources and their relations result in the plant
topology
AutomationML also uses PPR in its data models [8], and the AML syntax supports the Product Process
Resource (PPR) representation (Fig. 10)

12
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Figure 10 PPR concept in AutomationML [8]
In the LEVEL-UP project, the PPR model could be taken as a basis to model the application of LEVEL-UP
life-extension activities on large industrial equipment.
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3

The LEVEL-UP Semantic Models

This chapter presents the LEVEL-UP semantic models. The first section provides an overview of the semantic
models. Afterwards, the subsequent sections give more details about the two core semantic models in the
LEVEL-UP project: the semantic model for measurement data of industrial equipment, and the semantic model
for LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols and digital thread.
3.1 Overview of the LEVEL-UP Semantic Models
Fig. 11 gives a high-level overview of the LEVEL-UP semantic models. It consists of two types of semantic
models: the semantic model for industrial equipment measurement data of industrial equipment; and the
semantic model for LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols and digital thread. The semantic model for
measurement data of industrial equipment mainly facilitates a semantic uplifting of machine/equipment
lifecycle data into a formal semantic knowledge structure and allows the mapping of machine intelligence data
acquired, e.g. from sensors, into the ontology. The semantic model for LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols
and digital thread is intended to explicit the knowledge about life extension processes for large industrial
equipment and support the application of the knowledge for life extension of capital items.

Figure 11 High-level overview of the LEVEL-UP semantic models
This project reuses BFO ontology as upper-level ontology. We reused the concepts in the semantic sensor
network ontology, and adapted the ontology as domain ontology for the purposes of this project in the process
of building the semantic model for measurement data of industrial equipment. In addition, we build a new
digital thread ontology as a domain model for the semantic model for LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols and
digital thread. It adapted and reused the concepts in the PPR model. We specialized in the domain ontologies
for different pilots and LEVEL-UP protocols at the application level.
3.2 The semantic model for measurement data of industrial equipment
This section presents the semantic model for measurement data of industrial equipment. It describes first the
domain ontology, and then goes to pilot specific semantic models.
3.2.1 Domain ontology
This project takes the semantic sensor network ontology, which is shortly described in section 2.2, as the
basis for the domain ontology. It reuses mainly the classes and properties from the observation perspective
(as shown in Fig. 12). The key concepts, such as Sensor, Observation, Result, and Feature of Interest, can be
reused to describe the application of various measurement devices (e.g. sensors) on industrial equipment to
get measurement values about specified observable properties.
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Figure 12 Overview of the SOSA classes and properties (observation perspective) 13
The rationale behind this decision is mainly that most pilots in this project deal with measurements on some
interested features (e.g. machine, oil condition or part feature) with some kind of measurement device, i.e.
sensors manually or automatically. Section 2.1 describes some of the primary data sources in pilots. For
example, the data in the ESMA pilot is most measurement data from various sensors, such as fiber optic sensors
or acceleration sensors, on machines. The LUCCHNI pilot has various sensor measurements, such as
Accelerometers and Wattmeter on machines. The TOSHULIN pilot has, for example, the data for oil condition
monitoring, and machine operation state monitoring (record of changes between different operating states of
the machine). And the primarily focused data in the TRIMEK pilot is metrology data, which is a measurement
on machine tools and equipment. These different kinds of measurements in pilots can be handled as different
kinds of observations in the semantic sensor network ontology world. Furthermore, the semantic sensor
network ontology is well accepted in academia and practice. It is, therefore, feasible to reuse and adapt the
concepts in the semantic sensor network ontology as a domain ontology to represent the various measurements
in this project.
Fig. 13 provides a screenshot of the domain ontology. It reused the concepts and properties from the semantic
sensor network ontology and the upper-level ontology BFO. The top-level concept, such as continuant,
specifically dependent continuant, quality, occurrent, and process, are from the BFO. The concepts, including,
for example, FeatureOfInterest, Property, Observation and Result, are from the semantic sensor network
ontology. The concept FeatureOfInterest can be specialized as, for example, Machine. The machine has
properties that can be observed by MeasurementDevice, e.g. sensor. The observation has Result, which is
sensor data or measurement data.

13
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Figure 13 Screenshot of the domain model
The main advantages of such kind of domain model include, for instance:
− Add semantic meaning to measurement and sensor data, for example, for which feature or property of
which machine was the sensor data for.
− Support semantic enhancement and pre-processing of the raw data through the semantic mediator. In
many cases, for example, in the TRIMEK pilot, the data consumer side, i.e. the data analysis modules,
requires not all information in the raw data, but only piecese of relevante information for analysis
purposes. It helps in these cases, to pre-process raw data and provides data consumer side only the
needed information.
− Improve the reusability of various data analysis modules, for instance, the prediction and decision
support system (DSS) components. With the support, these components do not need to care about, for
example, the meaning of variable names in the raw data, or the difference of variable names in different
pilots. So then, the trained models can be applied in different pilots (even beyond the LEVEL-UP
pilots), rather than one set of data analysis modules dedicated for one single pilot.
3.2.2 From domain ontology to pilot specific ontologies
This section takes the examples of ESMA and TRIMEK pilots to show the process of specializing the domain
ontology for different pilots' needs.
In the ESMA pilot, the data is most measurement data from various sensors, for example, fiber optic sensors
or acceleration sensors, on machines. As in this case, the feature of interest is mainly in machines in the ESMA
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pilot. We have extended the concept SSN:FeatureOfInterest with a sub-class Machine. Afterwards, we
extended the concept SSN:Sensor with sensors used in the ESMA pilot, such as fiber optic and acceleration
sensors. Meanwhile, more observable properties are extended, for example, arForceEvolutionOSI and
arAcceleration.
The TRIMEK pilot focuses mainly on the QIF results, i.e. measurement result data. As the concepts in QIF
and the QIF document with measurement result data in the TRIMEK pilot are quite different from the SSN, it
is not straightforward to extend the domain ontology. Therefore, we started from the needs of the pilot and
gradually found a way to align the semantic model in the pilot to the domain ontology.
In the TRIMEK pilot, the fundamental concepts are Features and Characteristics. A feature is about the
aspects measured with the metrology hardware. It can be a tangible portion of a physical part, for example, a
hole with diameter dimension in a manufactured part, or it can be a derived intangible portion of a part, or even
an element of a technical drawing or 3d model of a part. A characteristic determines if the manufactured part
meets or fails the specification. It is a control placed on a feature, such as its size, location or form. It could be
a limit, a range limit, a nominal with tolerance. It is a control frame. They usually are the geometrical
dimensions and tolerances rules like circularity, straightness, position, etc., which a feature in a manufactured
part needs to have. Fig. 14 gives example features and characteristics to illustrate the connection between them.

Figure 14 QIF: Features and Characteristics 14
Both Features and Characteristics have four aspects: definition, nominal, measurement, and item. A feature
definition includes information that is common to a feature type. A feature nominal extends the feature
definition by defining information unique to a particular instance of a feature. And a feature item represents
an instance of a feature at the planning stage of the metrology process. A feature measurement gives feature
information that has been directly measured or constructed. The feature measurement provides measurement
result data for a feature item. The four characteristic aspects are organized in a similar manner. The
characteristic definition and characteristic nominal define the part of a characteristic that can be shared. The
characteristic item is the mechanism used to apply tolerance to an individual feature. And the characteristic
measurement is the evaluation of the characteristic based on direct measurement or from feature measurement
data. It provides measurement result data for a characteristic item. Fig. 15 illustrates the four aspects of the
Features and Characteristics.

14
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Figure 15 Connections between the four aspects of Features and Characteristics [9]
Besides the fundamental concepts, Fig. 16 illustrates the key concepts and properties representing the
measurement results data that should be included in the semantic model for the TRIMEK pilot. The elements
in red are abstract concepts in QIF, but not initialized or individualized in QIF document. Detail definition of
these concepts can be found in the QIF standard. It follows the requirements defined in the last chapter, and
can cover the competency questions. For example, to answer the first competency question, "What are the
measurement values from a given sensor?". The following sample SPARQL can be used to get the
measurement result data for feature items. It covers the timestamp, the sensor information, and the feature
measurement data, including diameter, location, normal and direction.
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Figure 16 Key QIF concepts and properties in TRIMEK pilot
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Afterwards, we aligned the key concepts in the TRIMEK pilot to the domain ontology, i.e. SSN ontology (Fig.
17). The following gives a short summary of the main ideas behind the alignment:
−
−
−
−

QIF measurement is seen as SSN:Observeration.
Ultimate SSN:Feature of Interest in the QIF measurement is the ActualComponent. FeatureItem is
sample of the ActualComponent, and CharactersticItem is again sample of the FeatureItem.
SSN:Sensor is aligned with the measurement device in the QIF, i.e. DetachableSensor.
SSN:Result is aligned with the QIF measurement results, i.e. CharatersticMeasurement and
FeatureMeasurement.

Figure 17 Alignment of the concepts in TRIMEK pilot to the domain ontology i.e. SSN ontology

Fig. 18 gives a screenshot of the semantic model for the TRIMEK pilot.
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Figure 18 Screenshot of the semantic model for TRIMEK pilot
3.3 The semantc model for life-extension protocols and digital thread
This section presents the semantic model for life-extension protocols and digital thread. It describes first the
domain ontology, and then introduces the extension of the domain ontology with LEVEL-UP protocols.
3.3.1 Domain ontology – Digital Thread Ontology
The Digital Thread (DT) is "an integrated information flow that connects all the phases of the product lifecycle
using accepted authoritative data sources (e.g., requirements, system architecture, technical data package
(TDP), three-dimension (3D) CAD models) "[10]. It offers an opportunity to weave together all activities
carried on a capital item along its life cycle. Transparent information flow in a DT allows stakeholders to have
a clear view on, for example, which life extension activities have been performed, why an activity is required,
and which data is necessary for the execution of that activity. More details about the LEVEL-UP protocols and
DT can be found in the deliverable D1.5 (v2).
We built the domain ontology- Digital Thread Ontology - based on the Product - Process - Resource
relationships, which is introduced in section 2.2. Following the ideas in the PPR concept, it is feasible to
specialize the the Product, Process, and Resource in the PPR model as respectively as File, Operation, and
Software (as shown in Fig. 19). A Resource (Software) offers one or more Processes (Operations), and a
Process (Operation) requires one or more Products (Data Files). By weaving products, processes and resources
together, it manages digital thread with an integrated information flow. The flow links all life-extension
activities (Process) applied on industrial equipment and their related data files (Product), as well as software
tools and hardware tools (Resource). Fig. 20 gives a sample digital thread with different products, processes
and resources.
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Figure 19 Specialization of the PPR model

Figure 20 Sample Digital Thread
In the LEVEL-UP project, we have developed 10 Circularity Protocols for product life-extension. It started at
Protocol Z-Modernise, and going through Protocols- Functional diagnosis, Inspection, Refurbishment,
Disassembly, Repair, Remanufacturing, Upgrade, Recycling, to finally reach Protocol Ω - Re-assembly and
Testing. Each protocol has its own appliable conditions and purposes and a list of supportive actions. The
protocol and protocol actions prescribe how users should carry out the activities. They specify, for example,
the required input documents, hardware tools, and software tools, as well as output documents. Companies can
carry out the list of protocol actions on their machine to reach the goal of the protocols. Fig. 21 provides a
screenshot of the domain ontology. The concept Protocol and ProtocolActivity extend the concept
DirectiveInformationContentEntity in the Common Core Ontologies (CCO), a mid-level extension of BFO.
The class DirectiveInformationContentEntity in CCO is used to represent information that prescribes or
specifies how some entity or portion of reality should be. The class InformationEntitySpecification is
adapted to specify the input/output documents of the protocol activities. And the classes Software and
Hardware represents the supportive resources for the protocol activities.
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Figure 21 Screenshot of the domain ontology with key LEVEL-UP protocol related concepts
We defined the class DigitalThreadActivity to refer that a specified ProtocolActivity is initialised and carried
out. It extends the BFO class occurrent, i.e. process. Following the specification of the ProtocolActivities,
the execution requires specified input/output documents representing as InformationBearingArtifact. In
addition, it requires the support of specified resources, such as Software and Hardware. Following the PPR
concept, the DigitalThreadActivity can be seen as a process, the InformationBearingArtifact belongs to
Product, and the Software/Hardware are resources. Fig. 22 gives a screenshot with the eight fundamental
concepts in the domain ontology: DigitalThread, DigitalThreadActivity, InformationBearingArtifact, Protocol,
ProtocolActivity, InformationEntitySpecification, Software and Hardware.

Figure 22 Screenshot of the domain ontology with fundamental concepts
Fig. 23 gives an overview of the key concepts in the domain ontology. It supports managing the LEVEL-UP
protocols and their applications on machines for life extension.
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Figure 23 Key concepts in the domain ontology
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3.3.2 Extension of domain ontology with LEVEL-UP protocols
The domain ontology provides fundamental concepts for the management of LEVEL-UP protocols. This
section describes the extension of the domain ontology with concrete LEVEL-UP protocols. It aims to define
the 10 LEVEL-UP protocols in the domain ontology, about their activities, the steps, and related metainformation, including, for example, expected inputs/outputs, and required software and hardware resources.
Information about protocols and their activities are mostly from the protocol guidelines presented in the
deliverable D1.5. In order to support collaboration and information exchange between partners in the digital
threads, there is a need to have more metadata information about the protocol activities/actions, for example,
about the expected input and output. It defines the information exchange interfaces for each protocol action,
so that the right information in the right format can be prepared and delivered by partners. For that purpose,
we have prepared an excel file "LEVEL-UP Digital Thread - Protocols actions metadata" in the Sharepoint
repository to collect this kind of metadata information for protocol actions. Table 3 shows sample interfaces
for the action "Clean component/machine surfaces" in the REFURBISHMENT protocol about its' expected
input and output.
Table 3 Interfaces of the REFURBISHMENT protocol action "Clean component/machine surfaces"
Expected input
(information content)
(1) Refurbishment protocol
selection and Machine
inspection checklist from
Protocol 2- Inspection.
(2)Summary of
Refurbishment actions
performed before.

Expected Input
(Characteristics of
Information)
PDF/.docx/.xlsx.
Ideally, web
questionnaire.

Expected output
(information content)
(1) List of cleaning actions
performed/ date/ personnel
/pictures of the machine
before and after/other
important information. (2)
Other protocols trigger

Expected output
(Characteristics of
Information)
PDF/.docx/.xlsx.
Ideally, web
questionnaire.

The protocol actions such as Clean component/machine surfaces for the refurbishment protocol are defined as
protocol activities and belongs to the concept Protocol_REFURBISHMENT_ACTIONS, which is the subclass of the domain ontology class ProtocolActivity. Each specific protocol action is an individual of the type
Protocol_REFURBISHMENT_ACTIONS. The example of the individual P_Ref_Clean which represents the
action Clean component/machine surfaces as shown in Fig. 24.
Each protocol activity, such as the individual P_REF_Clean, has meta-information, for example, with the
specification of inputs/outputs, and related resources. The current ontology version covers meta-information
such as, the defined interfaces (e.g. input and output), and the potential support of hardware or software. The
definition of mappable hardware, software and data sources are also added as concepts and corresponding
individuals inside the ontology. Fig. 25 gives an example of how the information collected in the excel file,
i.e. expected input, (as shown in table 3) is represented in the ontology.
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Figure 24 Representation of refurbishment protocol actions in the Digital Thread ontology

Figure 25 Expected input of the REFURBISHMENT protocol action "Clean component/machine
surfaces"
Following the approach described above, Fig. 26-28 takes the LEVEL-UP Disassembly Protocol as an example
to illustrate how the 10 LEVEL-UP protocols extend the domain ontology. Fig. 26 provides a screenshot of
the extension with the 10 LEVEL-UP circular protocols. They are initialized as individuals under the class
Protocol. Fig. 27 gives a screenshot of the ontology snippet for the LEVEL-UP Disassembly Protocol. It has
a list of protocol activities, such as 3D scanning (shown as individual P_DIA_3D_scan). These protocol
activites are individuals of the class Protocol_DISSASEMBLY_ACTIONS, which is a sub-class of the
domain ontology class ProtocolActivity). Fig. 28 gives a screenshot of ontology snippet for the Disassembly
Protocol activity – 3D scanning. Besides the description of the protocol activity, it provides the links to its'
expected inputs/outputs and related resources i.e. software tools.

Figure 26 Screenshot of the extended domain ontolgoy with LEVEL-UP protocols
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Figure 27 Screenshot of ontology snippet for the LEVEL-UP Disassembly Protocol

Figure 28 Screenshot of ontology snippet for the Disassembly Protocol activity – 3D scanning
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4

Technical application of the LEVEL-UP Semantic Models

4.1 The semantic uplifting of equipment lifecycle data into a formal semantic knowledge structure
The semantic uplifting of lifecycle data is implemented as an information flow in LEVEL-UP and is shown in
Figure 29. The information flow starts within the production line. Here, the machine's state or quality of the
product is observed by sensors. These sensors send their measurements as semi-structured files to the LEVELUP platform. Common data formats are JSON or XML to submit the data. These files are published in the
LEVEL-UP platform. The subsequent step is the semantic uplifting of the files to an ontology. Hereby, the

Figure 29 Semantic Uplifting of data as part of the information flow in LEVEL-UP platform
inclusion of meta-information and the selection of the right domain ontology is possible. In the case of sensory
data, which represents time-series data, the LEVEL-UP domain ontology based on SSN and BFO is selected.
In both cases, the data is transformed into ontology and uploaded to a triple store. The final step is the provision
of the data for data consumers within the LEVEL-UP platform. Data consumers in LEVEL-UP are tools for
long term storage or predictive maintenance. These tools are not designed to process ontologies or support
taxonomies. For that purpose, the most relevant information from the ontology are transformed into a JSON
file and published in LEVEL-UP platform. The JSON schema is the same independent of the previously
selected domain ontology. The defined JSON schema cannot represent all elements of an ontology but rather
focus on the needs of the data consumers. To guarantee the linkage between generated JSON files and the
ontology, the JSON file includes UUIDS of the ontological individuals and properties to enable the look up of
specific information. For that purpose, the triple store and SPARQL queries can be applied. In the following,
the information flow and the contained semantic uplifting is defined for the pilots TRIMEK and ESMA.
4.1.1 TRIMEK Example
The semantic uplifting of QIF data starts when a QIF file is published in the LEVEL-UP platform. Each QIF
file contains two parts of information, namely Feature Measurements and Characteristic Measurements. Each
measurement contains the measurement's result, the classification of whether the measurement is passed and
the corresponding definition of tolerances and other quality criteria. The specific parameters and values for the
tolerances depends on the subtype of the Feature Measurement and Characteristic Measurements. Hereby
specific QIF files contain different subtypes of the measurement dependant on the performed analysis.
An example of different subtypes of QIF related Feature Measurement is shown in Figure 30. While the
reference of Feature Item, which defines the tolerances, is the same, the specific set of XML elements for
storing the measured values differs between the subtypes. Similar differences can also be found for
Characteristic Measurements.
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Figure 30 Example for PointFeatureMeasurement and SquereFeatureMeasurement
The transformation of a QIF Measurement into the ontology maps all subtypes of Feature Measurement to
the ontological concept FeatureMeasurement and maps all subtypes of Characteristic Measurements to the
ontological concept CharacteristicMeasurement. Based on the mapping, the subtype information of the
measurement is added as datatype property from type string. The reason for this simplification is that the postprocessing doesn't apply the taxonomy for generating additional information. Thus, this taxonomy is not
needed, can be removed and reduce the file size for the long term storage.
The QIF file doesn't contain a device id, which is needed for the postprocessing within the LEVEL-UP
platform. This information is available while the QIF file is shared inside the LEVEL-UP platform. More
precisely, the device id is contained inside the messages which is used to publish and consume the QIF file for
the translation to the ontology. To have this information as part of the semantic uplifting included, the content
of the QIF file, as well as the device id of the Kafka message, are merged into one ontology.
An example for an ontology that is created for the example of Figure 30 is shown in Figure 31

Figure 31 Ontological individual PointFeatureMeasurement with ID 832
The generated ontology is uploaded as part of the information flow to a triple store. The triple store stores the
content of the QIF file. The uploaded ontology contains the measured value for location as well as the
information of the Feature Item, the Operator and Actual Component. The listed concepts takes the role as
background information to enable the look up of measurement's details. For that purpose, this information is
available in the triple store. A subset of the ontology is translated to a JSON string and is published within
LEVEL-UP platform to be consumed by tools for long term storage and predictive maintenance. The content
of the JSON string represents this set of elements that are needed to represent the concrete measurement and
to enable the look up of background information. Therefore, the timestamp, the measured value, the device id
and the UUID of the ontological individual are part of the JSON string. The corresponding JSON string for
the example of the Point Feature Measurement with the id 832 is shown in Figure 32. The JSON schema is
the similar for all subtypes of Feature Measurements and Characteristic Measurements while the datatype
properties varying for carring the measured values dependant of the subtype of the measurement. The
information according to the datatype property of the measured value is important for the usage in the LEVEL-
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UP platform. To add this meta-information, the JSON schema defines the JSON array observableProperty and
add the UUIDs for all properties.

Figure 32 JSON String for Feature Measurement with the id 832
During the information flow two JSON strings are generated. The first JSON string is generated for the Feature
Measurement and the second JSON string is generated for the Characteristic Measurement. Both JSON strings
are shared within LEVEL-UP platform and are used for storage and are used by tools for predictive
maintenance as streaming data input.
4.1.2 ESMA Example
The semantic uplifting of the sensory data for the ESMA pilots is based on JSON files. The integrated sensors
at ESMA generate different JSON files which are published within the LEVEL-UP platform. Each JSON file
has its own JSON schema, while the files contain the measured values from different sensors. Each measured

Figure 33 Sesnor data for an scceleration sensor
value is mapped to the ontological concept Observation. The concept Observation supports the insertion of a
timestamp and a measured value. Moroever it supports the insertion of meta-information to the sensor. The
JSON input files of ESMA do not contain all paramters. More precisely the file partially do not contain a
timestamp and all files do not contain the device id. Both parameters are essential for the postprocessing in
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LEVEL-UP and are added in the transformation from a JSON input file to the ontology. The generated
ontology from the example of Figure 34 is showm in Figure 35.

Figure 34 Ontological individual for acceleration measurements
Subsequently the ontology is uploaded to a triple store and translated into JSON string. These JSON files are
published within the LEVEL-UP platform. The data consumers are tools for long term data storage and
predictive maintenance. Example for a corresponding JSON string for the data consumers is shown in Figure
35.

Figure 35 JSON string for the acceleration data
4.2 Digitalizing LEVEL-UP protocols and managing protocol execution in Digital Threads
The semantic model for life-extension protocols and digital thread is used in the Digital Thread design tool
(http://www.digitalthread.eu/). The main goal of the DT tool is: 1) Support the plan & application of different
LEVEL-UP protocols for product life extension, and 2) Monitor, track and have an overview of the protocol
activities performed on a capital item. Fig. 2 provides an overview on the usage of the DT tool. It is a tool for
Extending the Useful Life of Capital Items in Manufacturing Companies.
The ontological content related to the LEVEL-UP protocols described in section 3.3.2 is available as a palette
inside the tool. It covers the LEVEL-UP protocols, protocols activites, their expected inputs/outputs, and
potential required resources, i.e. software and hardware. A menu above the modelling editor represents the
palette. Each menu entry adds the corresponding ontological individual as a flow's node to the DT's flow. Fig.
36 shows the available palette. It lists all the LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols, as well as the actions to be
performed in each protocol. For example, we have the action for cleaning, painting, and safety upgrade in the
refurbishment protocol. The right side shows some metadata or guideline for the cleaning actions, such as its
expected inputs, outputs, and data formats.
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Figure 36 Screenshot of protocol's palette as a menu
Companies can plan the application of the LEVEL-UP protocols, i.e. protocol activities, by selecting the
suitable protocol activities and putting them into a digital thread flow. When a protocol activity is selected and
intended to be carried out for the life extension of a machine, the protocol activity is initialised as a digital
thread activity. A digital thread flow connects a series of these planned digital thread activities. It is then
applied on a machine to reach specific purposes, for example, refurbishment.
Fig. 37 gives an example of applying the LEVEL-UP refurbishment protocol on a machine in TRIMEK pilot.
The left part of the figure shows the planned digital thread activities and their input/output documents. On the
right part, companies can select for which machine from which assembly line and factory will the activities be
carried out. In Figure 37, the machine "Coordinate Measuring Machine" is selected for the application of the
refurbishment protocol. Fig. 38 and Fig. 39 give hints about how the information is managed in the ontology.
The relationship Organization-Factory-AssemblyLine-Machine is to manage related information for pilots.
Each pilot is an individual of the class Organization. It has its own factories, assembly lines and machines, on
which the LEVEL-UP protocols can be applied for the purposes of life extension. The digital thread flow and
digital thread activities are handled as individuals of the ontology class DigitalThread, and
DigitalThreadActivity, respectively. The example of a DT and linked DT activity is shown as individuals in
Fig. 39. A DT is an individual of the Digital Thread's concept and supports the definition of a sequence of DT
activities. Each Digital Thread's individual defines a sequence of activities whereby each activity links to, for
example, input/output documents.
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Figure 37 Sample application of the refurbishment protocol

Figure 38 Screenshot of the digital thread ontology
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Figure 39 Example of Digital Thread individual
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Conclusions

This deliverable provides a generalized description of the semantic modelling in the LEVEL-UP project. It
focuses on making explicit knowledge about the processes of the whole lifecycle of large industrial equipment,
specifically with regards to knowledge relevant to LEVEL-UP's strategies and protocols. Based on usage and
requirement analysis, two main types of semantic models are identified: the semantic model for measurement
data of industrial equipment, and the semantic model for LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols and digital
thread. The semantic model for measurement data of industrial equipment mainly facilitates a semantic
uplifting of machine/equipment lifecycle data into a formal semantic knowledge structure and allows the
mapping of machine intelligence data acquired, e.g. from sensors into the ontology. The semantic model for
LEVEL-UP life-extension protocols and digital thread is intended to explicit the knowledge about life
extension processes for large industrial equipment and support the application of the knowledge for life
extension of capital items. This deliverable identified potential reusable ontological and non-ontological
resources, and described the development of the semantic models. Following the ontology development, it
describes the application of the developed semantic models in the LEVEL-UP projects to support
interoperability of measurement data; and the management and application of LEVEL-UP's protocols for
product life-extension. The results of this deliverable have been partially published in the paper "Development
of a Digital Thread Tool for Extending the Useful Life of Capital Items in Manufacturing Companies - an
Example Applied for the Refurbishment Protocol" [11].
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